and mating systems are more likely than others to tip the scales in favour of cooperation. In particular, both polygyny [12] and overlap between generations [13] tend to boost the evolution of altruistic behaviour. Indeed, these traits even allow for altruistic acts directed towards random group members, without a need for kin recognition. These results suggest that the lifestyle of the greater horseshoe bat may be especially conducive to cooperative behaviour based on kin selection. There is only one problem: there is, thus far, no evidence that greater horseshoe bats engage in such behaviour despite many years of research on this species.
In other bats, several cooperative behaviours have been described. They range from feeding starved colony members [14] , to nursing foreign pups [15] , to information transfer about food [16] and suitable roosts [17] . Remarkably, most of these cooperative behaviours are apparently not preferentially directed towards kin. Blood regurgitation in vampire bats is even one of the few possible cases of reciprocal altruism in wild animals. Moreover, in the few bat species for which relevant data are available, relatedness does not explain spatial associations of individual females within colonies [18] . In greater horseshoe bats, however, no cooperative behaviours have been described and the only kin-directed behaviour shown -daughters sharing foraging areas with their mothers [19] -cannot be used to explain benefits due to increased relatedness within matrilines. Therefore, our current knowledge of bat sociobiology does not suggest that kin selection is the most important factor for stabilizing bat colonies [20] . In fact, if entire colonies function as social units, higher relatedness within matrilines and hence greater genetic differentiation between matrilines, as observed in greater horseshoe bats [2] , may even disrupt social groups when cooperation would be directed towards kin only.
To determine the importance of mate sharing between relatives for kin selected cooperation and group stability we have to look at mate choice in animals where females live in groups consisting of several matrilines and that show cooperation. The current lack of evidence for cooperation among horseshoe bats does ask for a closer look at the social behaviour of this species. However, it should be kept in mind that even in taxa with high levels of relatedness among group members, such as in clonal aphids or haplo-diploid insects, cooperation is the exception rather than the rule [4] . In Arabidopsis, it was shown that STN7 is required for LHC II phosphorylation and for the fluorescence emission changes that report on the redistribution of LHC II to photosystem I at the expense of photosystem II. The requirement for LHC II phosphorylation for the transition to 'state 2' was confirmed by replacing an amino acid equivalent to residues known in other kinases to be required for binding ATP. Furthermore, the growth of STN7 mutants was shown to be retarded under conditions of changing, low light intensity, consistent with the presumed physiological role of the state transitions whose mechanism depends upon reversible phosphorylation of LHC II.
Bonardi et al. [6] confirmed the chief conclusion of Bellafiore et al. [5] -that the protein kinase STN7 is required for the state 2 transition in Arabidopsis. They went on to show that STN7 is required for changes in photosystem stoichiometry, which require a plastoquinone redox control of reaction centre gene transcription [7] . Why these two processes depend upon a common protein kinase is an intriguing question. Certainly, LHC II phosphorylation and regulation of transcription both respond to the same redox signal, and within a time scale of a few minutes [8] (Figure 1) Perhaps the core function of the chloroplast's redox central processing unit is to maintain these 'ideal' conditionsallowing a safe proton-motive electron transport through the Qcycle despite environmental and metabolic shifts in energy input and output. The multiple levels of control, from transcription to post-translational modification, all seem to serve to maintain quinone redox poise. This is just as likely to be an essential and farreaching feature of mitochondria [20] , where the Q-cycle operates in oxidative phosphorylation, using ubiquinone in place of plastoquinone.
The incorporation of a quasiautonomous genetic system into chloroplast and mitochondrial processing units allows us to view these organelles as 'intelligent' energy-converting devices that detect and respond to environmental changes. For this self-adjusting behaviour, chloroplasts and mitochondria probably use conserved elements of the processing units of the bacteria from which they originated. Instead of 'retrograde' signalling to the nucleus, we should perhaps consider the mechanisms and effects of a true dialogue between these cytoplasmic organelles and the larger processing units of the eukaryotic cell nucleus and cytosol.
